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Dear Friends and Supporters,
As Global Diversity Foundation’s new Director
in the UK, it is my great honour to write my first
introductory message for our 2018 Annual Report.
Taking up the baton that our founder, Gary Martin,
passed to me a year ago has provided wonderful
opportunities for growth and learning. I am very
lucky to have stepped into a position shaped by
Gary’s integrity, vision and innovative thinking,
while being granted the freedom to make it my
own. I have also been blessed to collaborate with a
truly fantastic team, committed partners, generous
donors, and Gary himself, all of whom made the
transition process both fun and empowering.
I am delighted to share in this report a bumper
harvest of results and impacts that are representative
of the effort and love our team members give to
their work. In the Mediterranean region, 2018 was a
year of capitalising on the careful groundwork laid
down during the prior year. We launched no less than
three new areas of work in the High Atlas Cultural
Landscapes Programme—addressing Governance
and Policy, Local Product Commercialisation,
and Health and Wellbeing—to complement
and strengthen ongoing actions in the fields of
biodiversity conservation, livelihoods improvement,
capacity building and cultural practices of
conservation. We also formally launched the Global
Migrants Programme in Marrakech, with a dual focus
on network building and cooperative action among
organisations that support migrants in the city, as
well as creating spaces for intercultural dialogue and
sharing.
This was also a year of significant growth and
change for our Global Environments Network.
Following her strong coordination of the 6th Global
Environments Summer Academy, held in Oxford
in summer 2018, we promoted Nessie Reid to the
role of GEN Director, which she has taken up with
outstanding creativity, skill and a deep commitment
to our network members. We also organised the first
Mediterranean Regional Academy in the Moroccan
High Atlas in the autumn of 2018, gathering
emerging changemakers from around the basin to
discuss the role of communities in the management

of the region’s iconic
landscapes.
Throughout 2018, GDF
US Director Susannah
McCandless and GEN
team members mentored
GEN members’ development of a Latin American
Regional Academy on food systems, which will take
place in Peru in September 2019. Susannah is also
proud of her work to enable the HAWAPO project,
part of our new Amazonian Indigenous Peoples’
Health and Wellbeing Initiative and our first Global
Environments Network Partnership. Generous
donor support made possible Jotï, Eñepa and
Piaroa Indigenous-led work to alleviate malaria in
three remote Amazonian communities in Venezuela,
promoting cultural continuity and wellbeing.
We are profoundly grateful to those who make
it possible for us to help protect our planet’s
biocultural diversity and support the communities
and individuals who are working at the frontlines of
this endeavour. We thank MAVA Foundation, Darwin
Initiative, Salvia Foundation, Rolex Foundation, The
Christensen Fund, Critical Ecosystems Partnership
Fund, Ford Foundation and Silicon Valley Community
Foundation, as well as individual donors for their
generous and ongoing support.
As we continue to build and expand our
programmes, we also take time to reflect on our
vision, values and role in the world. This Annual
Report begins with an overview of our organisational
Theory of Change, which we developed collectively
over the course of the year. The process invited us
to reflect on why we do what we do. This spurs us
on as we immerse ourselves in the ‘how’, ‘where’
and ‘what’ of our work, holding to the strong belief
that our efforts are multiplied through the passion of
the people who live and breathe our shared mission
every day.
Thank you for taking this journey with us!
Until next year,

Theory of Change
Global Diversity Foundation believes that times of immense crisis carry the seeds of positive
transformation. This positive impetus interacts with the great diversity that thrives on our planet, a
source of vast wisdom both ancient and new, to create the conditions needed to address the multiple,
interwoven challenges of our time. The transformations needed to achieve justice, dignity and respect
for all beings are complex and non-linear. Our theory of change takes the shape of an ecosystem –
namely, a meadow, the resilient matrix in our High Atlas Cultural Landscapes Programme.

Mediterranean
The cultural landscapes of the Moroccan High Atlas are at the heart of our work in the Mediterranean.
Through our High Atlas Cultural Landscapes Programme, we support and collaborate with rural
communities as they improve their livelihoods while maintaining traditional knowledge and
practices, conserving biocultural diversity, and strengthening capacities and institutions. In 2018,
we expanded our team and project activities thanks to the support of MAVA Foundation, Darwin
Initiative, GlobalGiving donations, and through close collaboration with our key implementing partner,
Moroccan Biodiversity and Livelihoods Association (MBLA).

650 community members participated in communitybased focus groups, workshops and interviews
to document and support cultural practices of
conservation and share their knowledge of plants.

More than 200 locally-grown plant species with ethnobotanical
uses have been reported in the High Atlas communes of Aït
M’hamed and Imegdal, with over 4,800 use reports in total.

Documentation
In 2018, we continued to identify, document
and promote Cultural Practices of Conservation
in the High Atlas communes of Aït M’hamed
and Imegdal. These important practices are at
risk of disappearing due to rapidly changing
socioeconomic and environmental conditions
in High Atlas rural communities, such as rural
exodus and climate change.
Through a community-based approach, we
explored recent changes in local practices and
the drivers of these changes, revealing complex
interconnections among diverse factors that
impact traditional practices. We organised a
participatory workshop with community and
cooperative members from Imegdal (19 men
and 6 women). Participants discussed and
developed community-based approaches and
recommendations for strengthening practices
that maintain the cultural biodiversity of the High
Atlas.

Local capacity building
Capacity building is at the heart of our work with
rural communities in the High Atlas, as it ensures
the long term sustainability of our programme in
the region. In 2018, we organised two three-day
workshops in partner communities Imegdal and
Aït M’hamed, with a total of 112 participants,
including 55 women. All community members
benefited from practical training sessions
on sustainable water harvesting techniques,

valorisation of aromatic and medicinal plants,
permaculture, beekeeping and sustainable seed
and plant collection. We also provide ongoing
on-the-job training, strengthening the capacity of
community researchers, cooperative members,
Moroccan students and early career professionals
who work with us.
Through these activities, we promote sustainable
practices that support biodiversity conservation
in High Atlas communities, and enhance
ecologically sound local economies by combining
traditional land and resource use with innovative
approaches.

Local governance
We are working with local representatives
from the High Atlas communes of Imegdal, Aït
M’hamed and Oukaïmeden to discuss challenges
and solutions related to community governance
systems. Our primary focus are agdals, which
are vast, biodiverse highland pastures that are
sustainably managed by local communities
through agreed-upon seasonal grazing
prohibitions.
We carried out participatory workshops at
national and regional scales in support of
community processes to protect and strengthen
local governance systems. We worked with
community members to identify stakeholders and
potential actors with whom they would like to
collaborate to achieve their objectives.

First annual health caravan
As part of our Darwin Initiative-funded project Mobilising useful plant conservation to enhance
Atlas Mountain community livelihoods we are bringing annual health caravans to vulnerable
community members in the communes of Imegdal and Aït M’hamed. In February 2018, we
organised our very first health caravan in Aït M’hamed. Together with our partners Moroccan
Biodiversity and Livelihoods Association and l’Association des Amis du CHU Mohammed VI, we
carried out 1,800 free medical exams and distributed over 2,000 prescribed medicines.

1,800 medical exams for
men, women and children

345
children

2,000 free
medicines

Medical team
of 50

Dar Taliba school garden project
At our ethnobotanical school garden project in the Dar Taliba boarding house for girls,
students participated in an exciting training programme in 2018. In collaboration with our
partner Radiant Design, we carried out 56 trainings for 130 students on topics including seed
collection, taking plant cuttings, composting, organic fertiliser, indigenous plant knowledge,
sustainable harvesting techniques and crop irrigation systems.
Throughout the school year, the girls in residence are encouraged to share the knowledge
they gather during trainings with their families. At the end of term, students bring home
saplings, vegetables and medicinal plants to their families. They are encouraged to plant the
saplings in their home gardens, thus contributing to household wellbeing while practicing and
sharing their skills with members of their families and communities.

Community plant nurseries
Establishing thriving community plant nurseries is an important part of our High
Atlas Cultural Landscapes Programme. We are currently cultivating over 30 useful,
threatened and endemic species such as oregano and rosemary in our nurseries.
These are distributed to members of partner communities and local cooperatives
who plant them in designated areas to enhance in situ conservation of wild plant
populations as well as community incomes through sustainable harvest.
Building on the work carried out last year, we finalised the construction of a
new community plant nursery in Aït M’hamed, including a water basin and drip
irrigation system. In 2018, we planted it with 11,180 new seedlings of 23 target
species, achieving a 75% growth success rate.

Numbers are cumulative as of 31 December 2018

Our team appeared on Moroccan
TV in an interview on our work in the
High Atlas.

Dissemination
An important part of our work within the HACL programme involves targeted outreach to
local communities, including youth, on the importance of biodiversity conservation and
traditional practices. This past year, we hosted eight creative dissemination activities on local
plants and their uses at primary schools in Imegdal and Aït M’hamed.
In April, we hosted a festival stand at the annual Moussem festival in Aït M’hamed and
organised a Biocultural Diversity Fair during the event. We invited local community members
to participate in activities and interactive workshops such as natural plant dyeing and a visit
to the community herbarium and seed bank. Such events are important opportunities to
connect and interact with members of partner communities and to introduce our projects to
people from the surrounding area.

Touda (in pink) during a
collection of plants in the field

The power of community:
Introducing community researcher Touda Atyha
Three years ago, Touda Atyha started working
as a community researcher with Global Diversity
Foundation and Moroccan Biodiversity and
Livelihoods Association in the rural High Atlas
community of Aït M’hamed where she was
born. She enjoys working with the people she
knows while discovering the cultural diversity
and natural richness of the region she grew
up in. “I like everything that is related to the
environment, plants and raising awareness about
their importance, especially endangered plant
species,” she says. During specific times of the
year, Touda collects plants and seeds for storage
in the community herbarium and seed bank. This
preserves seed quality and ensures the availability
of traditional varieties for local farmers.
She also organises focus groups to identify
important and valuable plants that support local
livelihoods. “Our work is not only contributing
to the conservation of local biodiversity, but
also provides important opportunities for the
community and its development”.
Another important part of Touda’s work involves
carrying out surveys on local plant uses and land

management practices such as agdals, which are
used by her community for seasonal grazing and
foraging.
“Local community members have a wealth
of knowledge to share regarding traditional
practices, land management and wild plant
use” says Touda. “I was born and raised in Aït
M’hamed and I continue to learn new things
from members of the community every day.”
Touda (left) during
an interview on
traditional recipes

Supporting migrants’
rights in North Africa
Migration is often portrayed in the
media as either a security concern
or a humanitarian issue. Migrants
are presented as potential threats or
helpless victims in need of aid. Global
Diversity Foundation believes that
these portrayals are not representative
of migrants’ realities, and that beneath
these superficial tensions lie deeper
questions about whether our modern
Photo by the Global Migrants Project
societies can and should embrace or
reject diversity. Through its Global Migrants Project (GMP), GDF is demonstrating that it is
both desirable and possible to build bridges between diverse communities.
In 2018, GMP worked to reduce the socioeconomic barriers that impede migrants’ abilities to
integrate with the society they join in Marrakech, Morocco. In close collaboration with local
NGOs and government agencies, we have worked to improve migrants’ access to healthcare
and legal support. This includes organising several health days, during which we distributed
health kits and carried out medical examinations. Over the course of 2019, GMP will establish
a locally-registered entity in Marrakech that will help to better coordinate such activities.
GMP has also worked to create intercultural spaces that bring diverse communities together
and open economic opportunities for migrants seeking to settle in Marrakech. We organised
a pilot intercultural market for West and Central African artists and artisans to present their
work alongside Moroccan artists at the Al Maaden Hotel. As a result of the success of this
initial market, we are planning an additional two markets in 2019. We are also developing a
partnership with the organisers of the 2020 African Capital of Culture, hosted by Marrakech,
to establish a longer-term intercultural market.

Promoting sustainable land-use practices in the Mediterranean
Through a Mediterranean partnership
funded by MAVA Foundation, we are
raising awareness of the ecological value
and economic importance of sustainable
land-use practices in key Mediterranean
ecoregions, in particular in Spain, Portugal,
Greece, Lebanon and Morocco. In 2018, our
partnership focused on the development of a
creative conservation campaign to show the
value of traditional practices on biodiversity
by sharing news and initiatives from all
project partners. The Rooted Everyday

campaign highlights the natural abundance
of the Mediterranean where generations
of communities have prospered while
traditionally tending habitats rich in flora and
fauna.

North America
In 2018, Susannah McCandless inaugurated her directorship by developing, for the first
time, a highly diverse and majority Indigenous Board of Directors, with representation from
Canada, the U.S. and Mexico.

Photo courtesy of Egleé Zent

In May, we launched a new initiative on Amazonian Indigenous Peoples’ Health and
Wellbeing, partnering with longtime friends of GDF, ethnobiologists Eglée and Stanford Zent.
They needed communications and crowdfunding campaign assistance to respond to an
organised call from Jotï, Eñepa and Piaroa Indigenous Amazonian communities in Venezuela.
An unprecedented rise in malaria, coupled with a total absence of resources for treatment,
was disrupting culture and community by carrying off elder knowledge-holders, teachers and
children. The HAWAPO project (hawapo means medicine in Piaroa) facilitated the design,
manufacture and transportation of insecticide-impregnated mosquito nets, and of essential
medicines and supplies destined for the remote Jotï, Eñepa and Piaroa communities. We
are humbled by the generous response of over 90 individual and organisational donors
and project partners, whose financial and in-kind donations enabled the procurement and
shipment of the nets from Vietnam to Miami, USA by late 2018, in advance of delivery to
the Indigenous communities by bush plane and truck in early 2019. This groundwork has
contributed to striking and heartening decreases in malarial frequency and mortality in 2019:
please see updates on exciting outcomes and planned next stages of the work.

L: Karuk, Yurok and Hoopa Valley Basket Weaver Kathy Wallace, professor and
founding board member of the California Indian Basket-weavers Association, shared
her work in progress with Indigenous leadership exchange participants in 2013.
Below: A Comcaac elder knowledge-holder watches over an Indigenous community
leadership exchange on sovereign Comcaac territory between the desert and the sea
in Socaaix, Sonora, Mexico.

Unhulled Seneca Bear beans, grown
from seed gifted by Seneca Nation,
celebrate the first season of new
relationships at a 2013 harvest
luncheon hosted by The Cultural
Conservancy at Indian Valley Organic
Farm and Garden on Coast Miwok
traditional territory on the western
shores of Turtle Island.

The North America Programme offered fiscal sponsorship, organisational mentoring and
grant-writing support to several small Indigenous-led initiatives in 2018. We particularly
accompanied the Red Willow Womyn’s Family Society in their work to secure two small
grants, including one from Cultural Survival’s Keepers of the Earth Fund. Red Willow is
a grassroots Indigenous-led non-profit in Hul’qumi’num (Cowichan Tribes) First Nations
territory. Their mission is to support Aboriginal Women and their families through the process
of child apprehension by the Canadian State, utilising advocacy and education. In 2018, Red
Willow amazed us as they began to actively disrupt child removals, offering practical and
policy alternatives to keep children in culture.

Global Environments Network
In 2018, the Global Environments Network (GEN) held two key events: the sixth Global Environments
Summer Academy (GESA 2018) and the first Mediterranean Environments Regional Academy (MERA
2018). On both occasions, we delivered an enriching, transformative and inspiring experience for
participants, organisers and resource people. All subsequently joined the Network. GEN membership
thus grew to over 370 in 2018, enhancing its capacity to catalyse positive social and environmental
change around the world. Following her successful leadership of GESA 2018, Nessie Reid (a GESA
2013 alumna) was appointed GEN Director. She has since focused on developing GEN’s vision for the
next few years by exploring the following questions: what support mechanisms are in place—including
training, mentoring and capacity-building—to help those working on the frontlines for social and
environmental justice and wellbeing? What is missing? How can GEN best be of service? How can we
better meet our members’ needs and requests?

GESA 2018 was held in various UK
locations between 25 July and 12 August
2018, in collaboration with the University
of Oxford’s Environmental Change
Institute (ECI) and Interdisciplinary
Centre for Conservation Science (ICCS).
The event was structured in three
parts—an Opening Nature Connection
Retreat, the Oxford Academy and the
Closing Practical Retreat—and led by
23 inspiring resource people. It took
participants on a journey from deep
personal inquiry and immersive nature
connection experiences, to cutting-edge
theory and practice regarding urgent
social and environmental problems,
and development of practical skills to
address our planetary crisis. All 20 GESA
participants, from 16 countries, left
infused with a renewed sense of purpose
and direction, with new friendships and
collaborations forged.

Our first Mediterranean Regional Academy took place from 2–11 November 2018 in Morocco. Entitled
“Community-based management in the Mediterranean: innovations in socio-environmental research and
action”, MERA 2018 gathered emerging environmental change makers from the region. We focused
the Academy’s activities on four major themes: Local product commercialisation, rural livelihoods and
the private sector; Communal governance and management systems in the context of local and national
government; Policy, advocacy and the role of communities in promoting biodiversity-friendly cultural
practices; and Agroecology and food systems.

“

Be prepared to have your heart exploded!
…from stories...connections...finding
brotherhood and sisterhood with people, and
falling in love platonically…”
Sunshine Best (USA, GESA 2018)

TESTIMONIALS
Participants describe their GEN
experiences in a series of GEN Impact
Videos. Click here.

“

I tasted different food from Chile, Tunisia,
Greece, Turkey,…it was magnificent! I made
good friends and discussed ways to link our
work and create projects that are interesting
and valuable for local populations.
Diarra Alhousseine (Mali, MERA 2018)

“

Be ready to have the time of your life and
to become a part of an inspiring community”
Piyush Dhawan (India, GESA 2018)

“

MERA was a great opportunity to get
in contact with like-minded people who are
interested in socio-cultural threats that affect
places around the world today”
Dimitris Papageorgiou (Greece, MERA 2018)

Looking forward
Much is in store for the expansion of GEN’s
programme of work, outreach and impact in
2019, building on the revised five pillars of GEN.

Events

summer academies, regional academies
and community exchanges

Community

communication platforms for information
sharing, networking and support within, and
beyond, the Network

Projects & Partnerships

created by GEN alumni, or those interested in
GEN, supported by GEN resource people and
fellow alumni

Mentoring

connecting alumni to experts around the
world working on conservation, restoration
and other socio-environmental issues

Research & Practice

resources, toolkits and research created by
GEN members

To support this work, in 2018 we developed
strategies to evaluate, monitor and share the
impact GEN has on the lives of its members
and to encourage member engagement. We
also enhanced our approach and methods,
positioning GEN as a key platform for emerging
leaders to develop and implement collaborative
solutions to contemporary environmental and
social challenges. Our work is rooted in peer-topeer learning and mutual support. Additionally,
we provided support and mentoring to catalyse
the organising and programme development of
ALLSA Peru, the Latin American Academy on
Food Systems Resilience, which will take place
in September 2019.
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US Board of Directors

Yadvinder Malhi* (appointed Chair in Dec 2018)

Nancy Turner (President)

John Hemming (Chair, Jan-Dec 2018)

Rick Stepp (Secretary)

Isabel Goldsmith-Patiño

Norma Ketay Asnes

William Carey

Octaviana Trujillo

Vanessa Branson

Darcie Houck
Dune Lankard*
Yolanda Lopez-Maldonado*
Carolyn Finney*
*2018 appointments

Financials
GDF is a registered charity in England and Wales (no. 1080731) and a 501(c)3 nonprofit in the
U.S. (tax ID: 20-8772517). Income and expenses are reported separately for these independent
legal entities.

Global Diversity Foundation UK

Main donors: Darwin Initiative, Rolex, Salvia Foundation, MAVA Foundation, International Union for
Conservation of Nature, Full Circle Foundation, Jnane Tamsna, and generous private donors.

Global Diversity Foundation US

Main donors: The Christensen Fund, Cultural Ecosystems Partnership Fund/Birdlife International, The
Ford Foundation, Silicon Valley Community Foundation, Cultural Survival’s Keepers of the Earth Fund,
and generous anonymous and individual donors. In-kind donors (HAWAPO Project): Vestergaard
(Swiss manufacturer) and Stephen Baker (Rotary International).

Get Involved
Find out ways you can join us, including through an internship at our
regional field sites (in particular for postgraduate students wishing to carry
out their fieldwork), and by participating in a Global Environments Network
event. To receive updates, sign up for our newsletters.

Ways to Give

GDF-UK

When you make a donation via credit card, cheque or PayPal, you can
choose to designate your contribution to a specific programme, region or
cause. Your donation is tax deductible in the U.S. and eligible for Gift Aid
in England and Wales.

37 St. Margarets Street

Support our active online campaigns:

GDF-US

•
•
•

Benefit 700 Moroccan Girls through School Gardens
Support 100 Global Emerging Environmental Leaders
No one should die of malaria today

Canterbury, Kent CT1 2TU
England

P.O. Box 194

Bristol, VT 05443, U.S.A.
www.global-diversity.org
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